Product overview

OpenText™
TrustedLink™ for i

The leading data transformation software for IBM® i

Communicate
easily and securely
across multiple
environments

Designed and optimized specifically for the IBM i platform,

Improve efficiencies
and visibility with a
single point
of control

as well as those of small companies just starting an EDI program.

Use the intuitive
Visual Mapper tool
for rapid trading
partner deployment
Accelerate transaction processing
with advanced data
management

TrustedLink for i converts an organization’s internal application

data formats to and from the data formats that trading partners

require. TrustedLink for i supports enterprise-level volumes of data,
TrustedLink for i simplifies trading partner communications by converting internal application
data formats to and from Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) formats or other formats (XML,
flat file and CSV) and executing the translation processing between an organization and its
business partners.

Communicate securely with all trading partners

Increasingly, trading partners are requiring companies to communicate in multiple environments, including VAN, internet EDI and FTP and to support protocols such as AS1 and AS2
to exchange EDI, XML and other documents. TrustedLink for i integrates seamlessly with
OpenText™ BizManager™, which is a gateway for messaging, tracking and auditing business
to business transactions. BizManager allows users to meet industry mandates by supporting
these and other established standards.
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OpenText:
A recognized leader

Improve efficiencies and visibility

As the recognized leader for data
transformation solutions on the IBM® i
platform, OpenText™ TrustedLink™ for i
can easily and securely communicate
via a value-added network, FTP or over
the internet. It can also build electronic
trading communities that drive down
the costs of business operations and
improve customer service. TrustedLink
for i is one of the best values on the
eCommerce market for large, multinational organizations with thousands of
trading partners and for small companies just starting an EDI program.

The Transaction Center offers a powerful document management area to access, view
and track inbound and outbound documents. From this single point of transaction control,
users can administer and monitor all aspects of their trading environment, including
acknowledgments, audit trails and reports. Transactions can be easily found or grouped
by data contained within the document and organizations can control and customize the
display of sensitive data based on users’ role access.

Rapid mapping and trading partner deployment

The Visual Mapper provides an intuitive interface where users can define mapping for
standard business documents in the formats they require. The Visual Mapper is easy to
use and ensures faster trading partner deployment while helping users deal with complex
data mapping requirements. Additional functionality in the Visual Mapper allows users to
exchange XML, flat file and CSV-type documents.

Fast transaction processing with advanced data management

Designed especially for IBM i platforms, TrustedLink for i optimizes the platforms’ efficiency
and architecture to support enterprise-level volumes of data. Organizations can automate
and customize transaction processing to integrate with their business. Advanced archiving
options allow aged transactions to be moved to an online Archive Center or to offline storage.

Features

Benefits

Visual Mapper

Reduces integration costs by easily and quickly implementing new trading partners and new transaction sets

Transaction Center

Improves efficiencies and visibility with a single point of control that allows intervention capabilities for
expedited exception processing

Purge and Archive Center

Purges obsolete data without interrupting production processing and moves the aged data to a searchable
Online Archive and/or stores data indefinitely offline by having it saved to media
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